
Electoral committee election  
day instructions



Foreword
On Wednesday, 15 March 2023, elections will be held for both the members of the Island Council and 
for the members of the Electoral College. This means that two elections will be held within your Public 
Entity. As a member of the electoral committee, you will have an important job!
This handout and the instructions provided to you by the Public Entity will help you prepare properly 
for the election day.
You will prepare by:
• using the instruction materials provided by the Public Entity;
• reading this handout.
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Election day materials

An extract from the Register of Invalid Voting Passes (ROS) for each election. Hand this in to the Public Entity at 
the end of the election day.
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ARE THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS PRESENT?

Verify whether all the materials are present before opening of the polling station at 07:30 a.m.

See next page for the images of the various materials.

A sample voting pass and the written proxy, for each election.

The Valid Identity Documents Brochure.
The electoral committee election day instructions brochure.

A copy of the Elections Act.

The record of each election.

Ballot papers for each election.

The Accessibility Action List.

There must always be a red crayon in each polling booth. In addition, the Public Entity may opt to hand out 
crayons to the voters or allow them to pick one themselves.

Poster inside the polling station.
Poster in each polling booth (model J-16).

Magnifying glass with light.

In het stemlokaal
Vragen? Stel ze aan de leden van het stembureau

Uw gezicht bedekt?
Dan mag u het stemlokaal niet in en ook niet stemmen.

Houd uw stempas en ID-bewijs bij de hand.

Bent u nog niet aan de beurt?  
Houd voldoende afstand tot de stemhokjes.

Zorg dat de leden van het stembureau het 
stemhokje kunnen zien.

Kunt u het stembiljet niet goed lezen?
Vraag een lid van het stembureau om een vergrootglas.

Vanaf 21.00 uur tellen de leden van het stembureau de stemmen.

U mag daar bij zijn.

Stemmen doet u alleen. Maar door uw lichamelijke gesteldheid hulp  
nodig bij het stemmen? Zeg dat tegen het 
stembureau. U mag iemand meenemen  
in het stemhokje om u te helpen.

Uw gedrag in het stemhokje
Vragen? Stel ze aan het stembureau

U hoeft aan niemand te laten weten wat u stemt.

Dus ook niet door het maken van een foto.

Niemand mag u daartoe dwingen. 

Kunt u het stembiljet niet goed lezen?
Vraag het stembureau om een vergrootglas.

Blanco stemmen?
Vul dan niets in op het stembiljet!

Stem door het witte vakje voor  
uw keuze rood te maken.

Fout gemaakt?  
Vraag een nieuw stembiljet.

Vouw het stembiljet na het invullen 
zodat de stem niet zichtbaar is.

Daarna doet u het in de stembus.
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Images
VOTING PASS

WRITTEN PROXY CERTIFICATE
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SAMPLE BALLOT PAPER*

STEMBILJET voor de verkiezing van de leden van de eilandsraad van het openbaar lichaam woensdag 15 maart 2023

* The ballot paper above is a sample. The colour may, for example, be different for each election and for each public entity.

VOTING POSTERS*

In het stemlokaal
Vragen? Stel ze aan de leden van het stembureau

Uw gezicht bedekt?
Dan mag u het stemlokaal niet in en ook niet stemmen.

Houd uw stempas en ID-bewijs bij de hand.

Bent u nog niet aan de beurt?  
Houd voldoende afstand tot de stemhokjes.

Zorg dat de leden van het stembureau het 
stemhokje kunnen zien.

Kunt u het stembiljet niet goed lezen?
Vraag een lid van het stembureau om een vergrootglas.

Vanaf 21.00 uur tellen de leden van het stembureau de stemmen.

U mag daar bij zijn.

Stemmen doet u alleen. Maar door uw lichamelijke gesteldheid hulp  
nodig bij het stemmen? Zeg dat tegen het 
stembureau. U mag iemand meenemen  
in het stemhokje om u te helpen.

Uw gedrag in het stemhokje
Vragen? Stel ze aan het stembureau

U hoeft aan niemand te laten weten wat u stemt.

Dus ook niet door het maken van een foto.

Niemand mag u daartoe dwingen. 

Kunt u het stembiljet niet goed lezen?
Vraag het stembureau om een vergrootglas.

Blanco stemmen?
Vul dan niets in op het stembiljet!

Stem door het witte vakje voor  
uw keuze rood te maken.

Fout gemaakt?  
Vraag een nieuw stembiljet.

Vouw het stembiljet na het invullen 
zodat de stem niet zichtbaar is.

Daarna doet u het in de stembus.

* The posters on the election day may differ from these images due to changes to the measures  
in response to COVID-19. For the current version, refer to the digital elections toolkit.

BALLOT PAPER for the election of the members of the Island Council of the Public Entity Wednesday, 15 March 2023
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Layout of the polling station

• Based on the Accessibility Action List, verify whether the polling station is accessible to all voters.
 - Is the polling station accessible to all voters, including voters with a physical or other disability?  

Check whether the route is free of obstacles and whether any ramps are properly secured.
 - Are the polling booths accessible to all voters, including voters with a physical or other disability?  

Does at least one of the polling booths have a lowered writing table (for voters in a wheelchair)?
 - Is the election information understandable and accessible to all voters?

• Verify several times a day, on the basis of the Accessibility Action List, whether the situation has not changed.  
If the polling station does not meet the requirements, correct the layout, if necessary in consultation with your 
contact of the public entity.

For more information, also refer to ‘Accessibility and assistance to voters’.

Do not open the polling station to the voters until the layout is in order.
If you believe that the layout of the polling station is not in order, correct the layout,  
if necessary in consultation with your contact of the public entity.

• Verify, together with another member of the electoral committee, whether the ballot boxes are empty.
• If so, seal the ballot boxes so that they are ready for use.

• Check the layout of the polling station.
 - The members of the electoral committee can oversee the entire polling station.
 - The members of the electoral committee can see the entrance of the polling booths.
 - The polling booths must be set up such that members of the electoral committee or waiting voters cannot see how 

a person votes.
 - The ballot boxes are set up near the table of the electoral committee, within reach of a member of the electoral 

committee. In order to keep a walking route for voters, the public entity may place the ballot boxes elsewhere.  
A member of the electoral committee must at all times supervise the ballot boxes.

 - There must be a distance of at least 2 metres between the ballot boxes and the waiting voters.

• Check if the magnifying glass with light for visually impaired voters is present.
• Check if the light of the magnifying glass works. Place the magnifying glass visibly on the table of the electoral 

committee.
• Check if the large-print list of candidates is at the correct height.

• Check if the layout of the polling station is neutral.
• Check inside and right outside the polling station for the presence of any communications that might influence the 

voters, such as:
 - Flags, party posters, advertisements in newspapers or other media present, if any, or other communications by 

people’s representatives in office or running for office.
 - Buttons, or clothing showing a political party logo on members of the electoral committee or observers.

Remove or (temporarily) cover any non-neutral communications. Where necessary, consult with the location manager 
and/or the contact at the public entity.

GO THROUGH THE FOLLOWING STEPS BEFORE OPENING THE POLLING STATION:

Ballot boxes

Accessibility

Polling station layout

Aids

Neutrality 

15
maart
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Role of the electoral committee

THE ELECTORAL COMMITTEE

OPENING HOURS

The electoral committee must ensure that the casting and counting of the votes take place in accordance with the 
rules.

In addition to the chairperson, an electoral committee always consists of a minimum of two and a maximum of six 
members. During the session, the chairperson and at least two members of the electoral committee must be 
present at all times. The chairperson has been designated by the public entity; the electoral committee will choose 
who act as second and third member of the electoral committee. 

If the chairperson is temporarily absent (e.g. on a break), the second member and, in their absence, the third 
member will act as chairperson.

In addition, replacement members may have been assigned to the electoral committee. If a member is absent,  
one of the replacement members will act as member of the electoral committee.

In the unhoped-for situation where, at any time, fewer than three electoral committee members are available,  
the chairperson must request any of the voters present at the polling station, which he deems suitable, to act as 
electoral committee member until sufficient electoral committee members are present again.

The chairperson is responsible for the course of affairs at the polling station. In their duties, the chairperson will be 
assisted by the other members of the electoral committee.

In the event of a difference of opinion among the members of the electoral committee, the chairperson will decide.

Before opening the polling station, it would be advisable to allocate the duties. A recommended allocation of duties 
is as follows:

• The chairperson secures the voting pass, verifies the identity document, and reads out the number of the 
voting pass.

• The second member verifies that number in the Register of Invalid Voting Passes (ROS).
• The third member issues the ballot paper and monitors whether the voter places the ballot paper in the ballot 

box.

Other aspects that may be discussed are the break times for all the members and the possible rotation of duties. 
Finally, it may be discussed which member of the electoral committee will address voters in the event of 
unwanted behaviour inside the polling station.

Voters may cast their votes between 07:30 a.m. and 09:00 p.m. These times are prescribed by law. Therefore,  
the electoral committee cannot change these times and cannot close early if the polling station is quiet.

The vote closes at 09:00 p.m. At 09:00 p.m., the last voters who are still waiting to cast their votes and any proxy 
votes may still be admitted to the vote.
One of the members of the electoral committee will indicate who is last in line. Any voters arriving after 09:00 
p.m. can no longer cast their votes.

Public entities may establish different opening hours for ‘special electoral committees’ and for mobile electoral 
committees. These may open earlier or later and may close earlier (not later). In such event, you must observe 
the opening hours established for those electoral committees.
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Is the voter allowed to vote?

STEP 1

STEP 2

VERIFY WHETHER THE VOTER SUBMITS THE CORRECT DOCUMENTS

VERIFY THE IDENTITY DOCUMENT

Voting pass and  
identity document

Identity document is a 
permitted identity document  

(see permitted documents in the valid identity documents brochure).

Identity document is a 
valid identity document

The document may not have expired more than 
5 years ago.

At least valid until  
16 March 2018

Written proxy certificate

In addition to their own vote, a voter may cast up to 2 proxy votes. If a written proxy is submitted,  
the proxyholder needs not submit a copy of the principal’s identity document, because the identity of the 
principal will already have been established by the public entity.

Voters whose identity documents have been stolen or lost may submit a declaration of loss from the public entity, in combination 
with a card containing their name and photo.

• What if the voter does not have an identity document? Then the voter cannot vote. Return the voting pass to the voter.
• What if the voter does not have a voting pass? Then the voter cannot vote.

Important note! There is a difference between the voting passes for the Island Council elections (light green background colour) and the Electoral 
College elections (blue background colour).

• What if the voter does not have a permitted identity document? Then the voter cannot vote. Return the identity document and the voting pass 
to the voter.

• What if the voter does not have a valid identity document or an identity document that has not expired more than 5 years ago? Then the voter 
cannot vote. Return the identity document and the voting pass to the voter.

Private proxy and copy of identity 
document of the principal
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STEP 3 VERIFY WHETHER THE VOTER IS THE RIGHTFUL HOLDER OF THE VOTING PASS

Identity of the voter corresponds with 
the photo in the identity document

The information of the voter on the voting pass
corresponds with the information in the identity document

Initials, surname and date of birth must correspond.

• What if the photo in the identity document does not correspond with the appearance of the voter? Then the voter cannot vote.
• What if there are no explanations for the fact that the information does not correspond? Then the voter cannot vote.  

Usually this means that there has been an error. Return the voting pass and the identity document.

What if you suspect fraud?
Make a note in the record, take down the personal data on a separate sheet, and submit it to the public entity, referring to your 
note in the record.

What if the information does not correspond? Check the following:
• Does the voter have many given names or a long surname? In such event, also check the next page of the passport or the back of the 

identity card.
• Does the voter use the name of their (former) partner? Then that name will be on the voting pass, but the identity document will not 

(yet) state the name of the (former) partner in addition to the holder’s own name. 
In that case, check whether the person in the photo is the voter and whether the other information corresponds.
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Is the voter allowed to vote?

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

VERIFY THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE VOTING PASS AND/OR THE PROXY CERTIFICATE

VERIFY WHETHER THE NUMBER OF THE VOTING PASS OR THE PROXY IS LISTED IN THE ROS

THE VOTER MAY VOTE

The voting pass corresponds with the sample copy

The number of the voting pass is not 
listed in the ROS

(Register of Invalid Voting Passes)

The number of the written proxy certificate is not 
listed in the ROS

(Register of Invalid Voting Passes)

Hand the voter a ballot paper
Secure the voting pass.

The voter casts their vote in the polling booth, and does so alone. 
(With the exception of voters who, because of their physical 

condition, are entitled to assistance).

The proxy certificate corresponds with the sample copy

Verify the authenticity of the voting pass or the proxy certificate based on the copies provided by the public entity.
(In this respect, see ‘Voting pass, proxy and identity documents’).

• What if the voting pass and/or the proxy certificate do not correspond? Then the voter cannot vote. Secure the voting pass and/or the proxy certificate.
• What if the voter does not have a voting pass? Then the voter cannot vote.

What if you suspect fraud?
Make a note in the record, take down the personal data on a separate sheet, and submit it to the public entity, referring to your note in the record.

• What if the voting pass number and/or the proxy certificate number is listed in the ROS? Then the voter cannot vote. Secure the voting pass.

What if you suspect fraud?
Make a note in the record, take down the personal data on a separate sheet, and submit it to the public entity referring to your note in the record.

Shielding information in identity document

In order to avoid abuse of (copies of) their identity documents,  
some voters shield the personal data in their identity documents,  
for example with an ID cover.
As a result, data may be shielded that are essential for identification 
purposes. A citizen service number (BSN) or document number may be 
shielded, if so desired. A photo, however, is necessary for purposes of 
identification.

If a proxy has been granted, the signature must remain visible.  
After all, if not, the electoral committee cannot determine whether the 
proxy was actually granted by the principal to the proxyholder. If the 
signature of the principal is shielded in the copy of the identity 
document, the proxy vote cannot be cast.

SAM
PLE SAM

PLE
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Voting pass, proxy and identity documents

VERIFY WHETHER THE PASS IS VALID

Go through the following steps to verify the voting pass or the written proxy certificate:

1 verify whether the voting pass or the written proxy certificate is valid for the Island Council elections or the Electoral 
College elections.

2 verify whether the voting pass or the written proxy certificate is valid in your public entity.
3 verify whether the block pattern on the voting pass or the written proxy certificate corresponds with the block 

pattern of the sample passes.
4 verify whether the fluorescent colour corresponds with the fluorescent colour of the sample passes.
5 verify whether the hologram reflects the way the hologram on the sample passes does.

What if you have doubts about the authenticity of the pass? Then the chairperson must contact the public entity.  
They will know how the other features of the pass can be verified.

1

2 5

4

3

1

2 5

44

3

1

2 5

4

3

1

2 5

44

3
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The electoral committee cannot supplement a proxy that is not complete.
If a voter has not brought all the documents required to cast both their own vote and that of the principal, point out to the voter that 
the voter can cast the proxy vote together with their own vote only.
The voter can then decide whether they will only cast their own vote or return later bringing the correct documents. In the latter 
situation, return the voting pass(es) and proxy.
In addition to their own vote, the voter may cast up to 2 proxy votes.

That means that a voter voting for the Island Council elections as well as for the Electoral College elections can cast four proxy votes 
(two for the Island Council elections and two for the Electoral College elections).

1 1

2 2

2 2

4

5

3

For a private proxy (completed on the back of the voting pass), verify the following additional items:

1 Has the proxy been fully completed?
2 Has the proxy been signed by both the principal and the proxyholder?
3 Does the proxyholder have (a copy of) the principal’s identity document, and is such identity document valid or has it not 

expired more than 5 years ago?
4 Does the information of the principal correspond with the information in the identity document?
5 Are the principal and the proxyholder resident within the same public entity?
6 Do the principal and the proxyholder have voting rights in the same election?
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Valid identity documents

Permitted identity documents are a valid identity card within the meaning of the Identity Cards BES Act (sédula), a valid travel document 
within the meaning of Article 2(1) of the Passport Act, and a valid driving licence within the meaning of the traffic regulations for Bonaire, 
St. Eustatius and Saba. In other words: a Dutch passport, an identity card issued by the public entity, or a driving licence issued by the 
public entity. For purposes of the Island Council elections, a residence document is permitted as well.

The term of validity of identity documents may not have expired more than five years ago on the election day  
(at least valid until 16 March 2018).

For more information and a complete list of valid identity documents, refer to the Valid Identity Documents Brochure.
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Verlies of beschadiging van uw stempas

Raakt de stempas kwijt of is deze beschadigd, vraag dan een 
vervangende stempas aan bij uw gemeente. Dit kan schriftelijk tot en 
met vrijdag 18 november 2022 of aan het loket tot en met dinsdag 
22 november 2022, uiterlijk 12.00 uur.

Om te stemmen heeft u een identiteitsbewijs nodig

Een identiteitsbewijs is een paspoort, identiteitskaart of rijbewijs uit 
Nederland of een ander EU-land. De geldigheid van deze documenten 
mag bij het stemmen maximaal 5 jaar zijn verlopen. Op de documenten 
moet bij “geldig tot” 24 november 2017 of een latere datum staan.  
U kunt zich ook identificeren met een verblijfsdocument. 

Heeft u geen identiteitsbewijs? 

Vraag dan op tijd een identiteitsbewijs aan bij uw gemeente. Kunt u dit 
niet, vraag dan een andere kiezer om voor u te stemmen. Dat kan met 
een schriftelijke volmacht. Deze vraagt u aan bij uw gemeente. Informeer 
bij uw gemeente, of kijk op de web site van uw gemeente. Zorg dat uw 
aanvraag uiterlijk vrijdag 18 november 2022, 17.00 uur, is ontvangen 
door uw gemeente.

Wilt u een andere kiezer uit uw gemeente voor u laten stemmen?

U kunt dit op twee manieren doen:
1. Vul het volmachtbewijs hiernaast in en geef dit – met een kopie van 

uw identiteitsbewijs – mee aan de kiezer die voor u gaat stemmen.
Of:
2. Vraag een schriftelijke volmacht aan bij uw gemeente. Informeer 

daarnaar bij uw gemeente of kijk op de website van uw gemeente. 
Zorg dat uw aanvraag uiterlijk vrijdag 18 november 2022, 17.00 uur, 
is ontvangen door uw gemeente.

Let op! Geef deze stempas met een kopie van uw identiteitsbewijs 
alleen mee aan een andere persoon nadat het volmachtbewijs 
hieronder door u en uw gemachtigde is ingevuld en ondertekend. 

Naam: ……………………………………………………………………

Adres:  ……………………………………………………………………

Woonplaats: ……………………………………………………………

VOLMACHTBEWIJS

Dit is mijn stempas (mijn naam staat op de voorzijde vermeld).  
Ik stem niet zelf en machtig een andere persoon (de gemachtigde) 
om voor mij te stemmen. Ik heb die persoon daarvoor een kopie van 
mijn identiteitsbewijs gegeven.

Mijn handtekening

- de volmachtstem tegelijk uitbrengen met uw eigen stem;
- een kopie meenemen van het identiteitsbewijs van degene 
 voor wie u stemt.
Let op! U mag voor maximaal twee andere kiezers stemmen voor de 
gemeenteraadsverkiezing. 

Als gemachtigde moet u:

Handtekening van de gemachtigde

Ik machtig de volgende persoon om voor mij te stemmen:

Naam van de gemachtigde: ..................................................................................................................

Adres: .............................................................................................................................................................

Woonplaats: ..................................................................................................................................................

SRECHT STEMBECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHΓ KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESPECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESREGHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT STƎMRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KEISRECHT KIESRECHT KIER5ECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KYSRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT STƐMRECHT KIESRECHT KIESREGHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KISERECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRΞCHT KIESRECHT KIE5RECHT STEMSPECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT K1ESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECH7 KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KEISRECHT STEMRECHT KIESBECHT KIESRECHT KIESR

KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIEƧRECHT KIESRECHT STEMRECHT KIESREGHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESPECHT STEMRECℍT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KEISRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIERSECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT STEMƦECHT KIESRECHT KIE5RECHT KIESRECHT KIΣSRECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIESREΓHT KIESRECHT STERMECHT KIESRECHT KIESЯECHT KIESRECHT K1ESR3CHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KYSRECHT KIESRECHT STEMREƆHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT K1E5RECHT KIESRECHT KIESRECHT KIEZRΞCHT KIESRECHT KIE

The vote

no boxes have been 
coloured in  

(this is a blank vote).

one box has been  
coloured in. This can only 

be done in red.

one box has been coloured in 
and the ballot paper has 
been written on but the

identity of the voter cannot 
be traced.

the voter indicates that they have made a mistake in filling 
out the ballot paper and wish to fill out a new ballot paper.

• The chairperson can issue a new ballot paper once only.
• Retain the erroneous ballot paper and render it unusable.

FILLING OUT THE BALLOT PAPER

multiple boxes have 
been coloured in.

Voters may not be influenced. Make sure 
that the polling station is neutral:
• No political communications inside the 

polling station.
• No communications from any political 

inclinations among members of the 
electoral committee or observers.

Voters and members of a political party may be 
present inside the polling station as observers, but:
• may not campaign inside the polling station;
• may not influence the voter;
• may not disrupt the order inside the polling 

station.

No proxy may be granted to another 
voter inside the polling station.

no box has been coloured in, 
but the candidate has been 
selected in a different way.

no box has been 
coloured in but the ballot 

paper has been drawn
or written on.

the identity of the voter may 
be traceable based on 

information on the ballot 
paper.

A BALLOT PAPER IS INVALID IF

A BALLOT PAPER IS VALID IF A NEW BALLOT PAPER IS PERMITTED IF

a box has been 
coloured in in a colour 

other than red.

SAFEGUARDING THE FREEDOM OF THE VOTE

One person per 
polling booth.

More than one person in the polling booth is permitted only:
• if the voter is entitled to assistance, for example:

 - visually impaired voters
 - voters with a different physical disability (including 

voters suffering from a disease such as Parkinson’s).

They are entitled to assistance from a person of their choice 
(See also ‘Accessibility and assistance to voters’).

• if those persons are very young children who cannot 
influence the voter.

Informing the voter  
outside the polling booth.

All voters, i.e. including mentally 
impaired persons, illiterate voters 
and voters with no or insufficient 
command of the language may 
receive information outside the 
polling booth. This is not 
permitted inside the polling  
booth.

More than one person in  
one polling booth.

If the situation does not meet 
the requirements of any of the 

exceptions, you must intervene.

PERMITTED: NOT PERMITTED: 

SAFEGUARDING THE SECRECY OF THE VOTE
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The chairperson:
• is responsible for maintaining the order inside the polling station;
• intervenes if the order is disrupted;
• contacts the public entity to ask for support if they are not able to restore the order;
• suspends the session and temporarily closes the polling station if the order cannot be restored.

Suspension is a drastic measure that is used in emergencies only or if the order can really no longer be maintained. 
After a suspension, the session can be reopened.

IN THE EVENT OF A SUSPENSION, TAKE THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

MAINTAINING THE ORDER

Close and seal the 
ballot boxes by  
closing the slot.

Refer voters to a different 
polling station within the 
public entity.
Hang a note at the 
entrance saying that the 
session has been 
suspended, including the 
address of the alternative 
polling station.

Notify the public 
entity that the 
session has been 
suspended.

Put the stock of unused ballot 
papers, the returned and 
rendered unusable ballot 
papers, proxies and voting 
passes in separate envelopes 
and seal them.

Make a note in the 
records of the 
time at which the 
session was 
suspended.

Place everything in the 
custody of the 
lieuthenant governor/
government 
commissoner (or the 
contact person at the 
public entity).

IN THE EVENT OF A REOPENING, TAKE THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

Bring in a new ballot 
box; the old one 
remains sealed.

Ask permission from 
the lieutenant 
governor/ govern-
ment commissioner 
to reopen the session.

If the lieutenant governor/
government commissioner 
grants permission, they will 
return the sealed envelopes and 
ballot boxes to the electoral 
committee.

Open all the 
sealed 
envelopes.

Make a note in the 
records of the 
time at which the 
session was 
reopened.

Remove the note 
from the entrance 
and open the polling 
station to the voters.

VOTERS MAY LODGE OBJECTIONS FOR ALL KINDS OF REASONS, SUCH AS:
• The layout of the polling booths is incorrect.
• The electoral committee fails to observe the rules when admitting the voters.
• The polling station is hard to find.
• Objection against the decision of the electoral committee as to whether or not a vote is valid when counting, or against the 

counting in general. Et cetera.

THE ELECTORAL COMMITTEE WILL ACT AS FOLLOWS:
• Always note any objections and complaints in the record. Even if you do not agree with the complaint or there is nothing you can do 

about it.
• Also always write down what you have done about the complaint.
• Do not include in the record any personal data of voters who have lodged oral objections.
• Try to avoid discussions. If you need help solving a complaint or objection, call the public entity.

OBJECTIONS FROM VOTERS

In the records, you account for the way in which you, as the electoral committee, have performed your duties. A record will be drawn up for each of the 
elections.

In the records, note all the objections lodged by the voters and your actions in response to any such objections. Do not take down any personal data in the 
records. Any irregularities that may occur should also be noted in the records.
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After the vote, all the records will be transferred to the representative body. Such body will decide, based on a review of the records by the committee for the 
examination of the credentials, whether the elections have taken place properly.

Therefore, the records are very important to establish the validity of the vote. So, completion of the records should not be considered a superfluous  
administrative job! Without properly completed records, the validity of the vote cannot properly be established.

The public body will also publish the records, both digitally (on the public entity’s website) and physically (by depositing them at the administrative office).  
In the publication on the Internet, the signatures of the members of the electoral committee will not be visible.
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Accessibility and assistance to voters

WHAT ISSUES ARE IMPORTANT SO THAT VOTERS WITH A DISABILITY CAN STILL PARTICIPATE IN THE ELECTION?

COMMUNICATION AND ASSISTANCE

Voting is not something you do every day. Voters may have questions or need an explanation. Every voter can ask questions and get an explanation 
outside the polling booth. Inside the polling booth, only voters with a physical disability may be given assistance. Other voters vote alone.

Communication vis-à-vis the voters is important. Be clear in your communication and make contact with the voter to check if they can hear you and have 
understood you correctly.
In this respect, especially remember to:
• look them in the eye
• greet them
• actively offer assistance (but leave it up to the voter to tell you what assistance the voter would appreciate)
• be patient

Be kind and attentive when addressing voters.

• Voting is not something you do every day. Voters may have questions or need an explanation.

• Not all voters are the same; some may need more assistance or explanation than others. Be on the alert that some voters may have a disability.

• If you actively offer assistance to voters, always ask whether the voter wants assistance and let the voter indicate what assistance they would appreciate  
(e.g. accompanying them to the table, a chair, magnifying glass).

• Take the time to assist or explain things to voters, even if the polling station is busy.

• Discuss the procedure among yourselves in advance: who will be the first contact for assistance?

Polling stations and polling booths must be 
accessible to all voters.

• Clarity about the location of a polling station.
• The location of the polling station must be  

accessible to all voters.
• No obstacles making it difficult for disabled voters 

to enter.
• Availability of aids for visually impaired voters.

Voters who are unable to vote independently 
because of a physical disability may be 
accompanied in the polling booth by a person of 
their choice.

This escort (an electoral committee member or a 
person of the voter’s own choice) may assist the 
voter in casting their vote.

Voters qualifying for this exception are:
• Visually impaired voters;
• Voters with a different physical disability, 

including voters suffering from a disease such 
as Parkinson’s.

All voters may ask for information on the 
vote and the use of the ballot paper. 
Information to the voter is provided outside 
the polling booth.

Mentally disabled or illiterate voters or 
voters with insufficient command of the 
language will also receive this information if 
so desired. They will receive this 
information and assistance outside the 
polling booth only.

Accessibility of the polling station 
and the polling booth

Providing assistance inside the polling 
booth to a voter with a physical disability

Providing assistance to a 
voter with a different 

impairment

Accessibility action list

• Carefully read the Accessibility Action List in advance.
• Go over it several times a day, to make sure that the accessibility is still in order.

If not, make sure that the polling station is made properly accessible again. If you can’t solve this, contact the public entity.
(See the annex to this instruction)
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The counting of the votes

STEP 1 COUNT THE NUMBER OF ADMITTED VOTERS

BEFORE YOU OPEN THE BALLOT BOXES AND START COUNTING THE BALLOT PAPERS, COUNT THE NUMBER OF ADMITTED VOTERS FOR THE 
ISLAND COUNCIL ELECTIONS AND THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE ELECTIONS.

• Count the number of voting 
passes.

• Fill in the number in the record.

Place in separate packages:
• Voting passes, proxy certificates and ballot papers rendered unusable.
• Unused ballot papers.
• The ROS (Register of Invalid Voting Passes).

• Count the number of proxies.
• Fill in the number in the record.

• Add up the number of voting passes and 
proxies.

• Fill in the total number in the record.

Note: do not count the invalid voting passes rendered unusable!

Note: pack the ballot documents separately for each election.  
So make sure that the ballot documents of separate elections  
do not end up in one single package.

Close and seal each package and write on each package:
• The name of the election: Island Council election or 

Electoral College election.
• The name of the public entity.
• The number of the electoral committee.
• The contents of the package.

The counting of the votes is public. Interested parties may attend. Of course, the counting must take place in an orderly fashion.

The basic principles are as follows:
• It is permitted for interested parties to make notes, take photographs or make videos. The presence of media is permitted as well.
• Of course, interested parties may not interfere with the counting process. It is the chairperson’s responsibility to maintain the order and to 

intervene in case of interference with the work of the counters or if the order in the counting process is otherwise jeopardised.
• In no event may interested parties themselves help count the votes or otherwise. Counting is reserved to members of the electoral committee  

and counters appointed or designated by the Governing Council.
• It is also permitted to take a photograph of the record, but only after the record has been signed by the members of the electoral committee.  

As long as the record has not been signed, the chairperson will not permit the taking of photographs of the record. After all, information may be 
missing or objections may still be lodged.

• No photographs may be made of the signatures of the members of the electoral committee.

STEP 2 UNFOLDING OF THE BALLOT PAPERS

• Open and empty the 
ballot box(es) of one 
election (e.g. the 
Island Council 
election).

• Each counter takes a 
stack of ballot papers.

• Unfold the ballot papers one at a time.
• Stack the ballot papers facing the same way.
• If ballot papers for the other election(s)  

(in this example the Electoral College election) 
have erroneously been placed in this ballot 
box, take them from the stack and place them 
in the ballot box(es) for the Electoral College 
election.

• Hand the stack of ballot papers to the 
chairperson.

Mobile or special electoral committees in session on Wednesday at different times will pack and seal the voting passes and proxies after step 1, and note the contents and 
the name of the election on all the envelopes. After transport of the ballot box and the sealed packages, they proceed to step 2 at the counting location.
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STEP 2 UNFOLDING OF THE BALLOT PAPERS

• Open and empty the 
ballot box(es) of the 
other election.

• Each counter takes a 
stack of ballot papers.

• Unfold the ballot papers one at a time.
• Stack the ballot papers facing the same way.
• Any ballot papers for the Island Council 

election must be taken from the stacks, 
unfolded and placed on the stack for the 
Island Council election.

• Hand the stack of ballot papers to the 
chairperson.

Note:
Only if the following two conditions are satisfied can you count the ballot papers for the Island Council election and the Electoral College election 
simultaneously:
• There is sufficient room inside the polling station to carry out the counting processes or you can use a separate room for each of the counting 

processes.
• There are sufficient counters.

If either or both of the conditions cannot be satisfied, you will first carry out the counting process for one election and then for the other elections. 
In such event, put aside the stack of ballot papers for the elections to be counted later.

STEPS 3-5 SORTING OF THE VOTES

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

LIST

BLANK

INVALID

BEGIN

3  ‘Counting streets’ have been set up at the polling station.
 For each list number, there is a sign on the table (or, if need be, on the floor). A ‘BLANK’ sign for the stack of blank votes 

and an ‘INVALID VOTE’ sign for the invalid votes at the end.

4 Two persons (the chairperson and another member of the electoral committee) each take half the stack of ballot papers 
and sit behind the table. They go over each ballot paper on their stack, name the list number voted for, or state that the 
vote is blank or invalid, and then pass the ballot paper to one of the counters.

5  The counter receiving the ballot paper checks the ballot paper.
 They then place the ballot paper at the right list number (or behind the ‘BLANK’ or ‘INVALID VOTE’ sign). The counters 

create two stacks for each list number: one stack of votes for the leading candidate, and a stack of preferential votes. 

PREFERENTIAL 
VOTES

LIST 1

LEADING
CANDIDATE
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ESTABLISHING THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS

If so desired, the preliminary results can now be established. To that end, the electoral committee will proceed as follows: the chairperson decides 
which counter will be counting the stack for which list. Each counter takes the stack assigned to them, counts the total number of ballot papers, and 
communicates the number to the chairperson. The chairperson notes all the totals and communicates that information by telephone to the contact of 
the public entity. 

In case of doubt as to whether a vote is blank or invalid, consult among yourselves. If you fail to reach consensus, the chairperson will decide.  

Keep the blank and invalid votes separate. Fill in the number of blank and invalid votes in the record.

no boxes have been coloured 
in (this is a blank vote).

one box has been 
coloured in. This can only 

be done in red.

multiple boxes have 
been coloured in.

a box has been 
coloured in in a colour 

other than red.

no box has been coloured in 
but the candidate has been 

selected otherwise

no box has been 
coloured in but the ballot 
paper has been drawn or 

written on.

the identity of the voter may be 
traceable based on information 

on the ballot paper.

A BALLOT PAPER IS INVALID IF:

A BALLOT PAPER IS VALID IF:

one box has been coloured in and the 
ballot paper has been written on but the 

identity of the voter cannot be traced.
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STEPS 6-20 COUNTING OF THE VOTES

In case of a central counting of the votes in your public entity, the electoral committees will count the votes at list level only.  
The electoral committee for the public entity will count the votes at list and candidate level the next day.

In case of a decentralised counting of the votes in your public entity, the electoral committees will count the votes at list and 
candidate level. The electoral committee for the public entity will verify the records of all the electoral committees the next 
day, carrying out a recount in case of errors.

Your public entity will tell you whether the counting of the votes will be central or decentralised. In either case, you will in any 
event go through the following steps:

6 Count blank and invalid votes separately. The chairperson notes their numbers in the record.
7 The chairperson distributes the stacks for a list to the counters.
8 Each counter checks again whether all the ballot papers, indeed, contain a vote for the same list.
9 If not, the counter will add the ballot paper to the correct list.
10 Each counter counts the total number of ballot papers in their stack. The counter communicates the number to the 

chairperson.
11 The chairperson notes all the numbers and communicates that information to the contact of the public entity.

Central counting of the votes (counting at list level)
• If the counting of the votes in your public entity is centralised, you will have completed the counting processes after the 

steps listed above.
• The chairperson will complete the record.

Decentralised counting of the votes (counting at list and candidate level)
If the counting of the votes in your public entity is decentralised, you will have go through the following steps:

12 The counter clips the stack of votes for the leading candidate together.
13 Subsequently, the counter sorts the other ballot papers by candidate.
14 Each stack is clipped together.
15 Once all the ballot papers have been sorted, the counter stacks them crosswise, to make room again.
16 The counter checks one last time whether all the ballot papers in the stack, indeed, contain a vote for the relevant 

candidate. (If not, the counter will place the ballot paper on the correct stack.)
17 The counter counts the number of ballot papers in the stack and notes the results for each candidate in the counting 

form in the record.
18 The counter passes the counting form on to the chairperson.
19 This step is repeated until all the lists have been counted.
20 The chairperson calculates the total number of votes cast. The chairperson notes the result in the record.
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STEPS 21-25 COMPLETION OF THE COUNTING PROCESS

21 The chairperson:
• calculates the total number of admitted voters.
• calculates the number of votes cast: i.e. the number of valid, the number of invalid, and the number of blank votes.

If the counting is incorrect, go through the steps under the heading ‘What if the counting is incorrect?’.

22 The chairperson:
• communicates the numbers of votes cast for each candidate to the voters present, as well as the total numbers of votes 

for each list, the number of blank and invalid votes, and the sum of the numbers of votes.
• communicates the difference between the number of admitted voters and the number of votes counted. 

Voters may lodge oral objections.

23 Place the valid voting passes and valid proxies in separate packages.
• Do not yet seal the packages.

24 Place the ballot papers containing blank votes and the ballot papers declared invalid in separate packages.
 • Do not yet seal the packages.

25 Place the valid ballot papers in packages, sorted by list.
 • Do not yet seal the packages.

Package of valid voting passes Package of valid proxies

Write on the packages:
• The name of the election: Island Council election or Electoral College election.
• The name of the public entity and the number of the electoral committee.
• The contents of the package and the number.

Package of blank ballot papers Package of invalid ballot papers

Write on the packages:
• The name of the election: Island Council election or Electoral College election.
• The name of the public entity and the number of the electoral 
• The number of ballot papers contained in that package.

Package of valid ballot papers

Write on the packages:
• The name of the election: Island Council election or Electoral College election.
• The name of the public entity and the number of the electoral committee.
• The number of ballot papers contained in that package.
• The numbers of the lists to which the enclosed ballot papers relate.
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STEP 26

STEP 27 

DRAWING UP THE RECORD AND SEALING

TRANSPORT OF THE BALLOT DOCUMENTS

• Definitively complete 
the record.

Seal the packages containing:
• Valid voting passes and proxies.
• Ballot papers containing blank votes and ballot papers declared invalid.
• Valid ballot papers.

All the members of the electoral 
committee present write their 
names at item 8 and sign the record 
at item 9.

(at least the chairperson and two 
members of the electoral committee).

If anything is wrong, do not yet seal the packages, but go through the steps in the chapter ‘What if the counting is incorrect?’

Until collected by the public entity, the ballot box will be under the responsibility of the electoral committee.

The electoral committee will seal the ballot box, and place the record in an envelope, together with the key to the ballot 
box, and seal it (for each election). The members of the electoral committee must ensure that the ballot box remains 
locked and sealed.
The ballot box and the envelope will be transported to the administrative office separately, each by at least two persons.  
If the ballot box and/or the envelope are collected by employees of the public entity, at least two members of the electoral 
committee will stay until collection has taken place.

Once all the counting processes have been completed and it is certain that there are no more ballot papers for one election in the stack of the 
other, proceed to step 26.
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What if the counting is incorrect?
The number of admitted voters must be equal to the number of ballot papers counted.  
If the counting is incorrect, you go through the following steps:

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

During the vote, did you establish that one or more voters who had received a ballot paper did not cast a vote or took 
the ballot paper with them? 
Or did you establish any other cause for the counting discrepancy during the vote?

Tick ‘Yes’ at item 5 in the record. Subsequently, fill in whether more or fewer ballot papers were counted than the 
number of admitted voters. Also fill in the numbers. Below that, tick the causes for the discrepancy, and state the 
number for each cause.
Does this account for the counting discrepancy? Then you will have finished. Is there still a discrepancy?  
Proceed to step 2.

No causes for the counting discrepancy were established during the vote. Proceed to step 2.

Again, add up the totals for each party in the counting forms and compare them with the number of ballot papers that 
you have found in the ballot box as filled in in the record. Does this account for the counting discrepancy?

Adjust the record, and you will have finished.

Is there still a counting discrepancy? Proceed to step 3.

Again, add up the totals for each candidate in each counting form and compare them with the list total.  
Have you found the cause of the counting discrepancy?

Adjust the record, and you will have finished.

Is there still a counting discrepancy? Proceed to step 4,
or, if you have not established a preliminary result, proceed to step 5.

If you have established a preliminary result, compare the number of ballot papers established therein with the number 
of ballot papers found in the ballot box when counting the votes. If they do not correspond, compare the totals for each 
list. For each derogating list, recount the ballot papers.
Do not forget the blank and invalid ballot papers! Have you found the cause of the counting discrepancy?

Adjust the record, and you will have finished.

Is there still a counting discrepancy? Proceed to step 5.

Recount the number of voting passes and proxy certificates.  
Have you found the cause of the counting discrepancy?

Adjust the record, and you will have finished. 

Is there still a counting discrepancy? Proceed to step 6.

Recount the ballot papers for all the lists and the blank and invalid votes.  
Have you found the cause of the counting discrepancy?

Adjust the record, and you will have finished.

Is there still a counting discrepancy? Proceed to step 7.

Tick ‘Yes’ at item 5 in the record. Fill in whether more or less ballot papers were counted than the number of 
admitted voters. Below that, tick that you are unable to explain the counting discrepancy.
Behind it, state the number of missing ballot papers or the excess number, as applicable.
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Annex: Accessibility action list

An accessible polling station for all voters 
This action list will help you on your way as an electoral committee member. If any of your answers to the 
questions is "no", please contact the election organisation or the building manager to find a solution. 

Entrance route 
Go over the entrance route until inside the room of the polling station. 
• Is the sign 'polling station' or 'electoral committee' clearly visible outside?
• Is the route free of obstacles? Think about obstacles that may hinder voters in a wheelchair or

visually impaired voters.
• Are the temporary ramps solidly secured?
• Is the door easy to open? If not, open it in advance or detach the door closer.

Inside the polling station 
Go over the room. Think what the voters' walking route will be and where voters will be waiting 
in line. Think about voters in wheelchairs or using mobility scooters or walkers. 
• Is the flooring such that voters can't trip?
• Are there chairs (at least 1 in 5 with an arm rest) for waiting voters?
• Does at least one of the polling booths have a lowered writing table?
• Is there at least 1.20 metres of free space in front of the electoral committee's table?
• Is the enlarged list of candidates clearly visible in the room?

On the table 
Go over the electoral committee's table. 
• Is a magnifying glass with a working light function, or possibly a separate reading

light, available?
• Is the magnifying glass clearly visible on the table?

Be clear 
Voting is not something you do every day. Therefore, clear information and a proper 
allocation of duties are important. 
• Go over the procedure with the electoral committee members. Who does what?
• Be clear in your communication and make contact with the voter to check if they have heard and

understood you correctly.

Be attentive 
Not all voters are the same. Be on the alert that some voters may have a disability. They may 
need extra assistance or explanations. 
• Provide additional information where necessary.
• Be patient and understanding.

Good luck! 

Developed by the Electoral Council in view of the Accessible Voting Action Plan. E: kiesraad@kiesraad.nl T: +31 (0)70 - 426 62 66 
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